Year 1 & 2: Spring term 2018
Title: What a Wonderful World.
Communication Language and Literacy
Key Text: ‘The Journey Home ’ .

Knowledge and Understanding of the World
SCIENCE:
We will be learning about different animals and their habitats and

We are looking forward to using the text The Journey Home as our
stimulus for writing about our wonderful world.
We will be using our text to develop and improve our writing
demonstrating writing for different purposes. Through our learning
we will write using noun phrases, writing questions, writing commands
and then create an eye catching poster.
ICT:
We will be developing our ICT skills on a weekly basis to
research and look at illustrations and then creating our own

creating different habitats in the classroom areas. We will be
creating oceans, deserts, jungles and urban areas.
GEOGRAPHY:
We will be exploring and discussing the different habitats and
where they can be found in the world. We will be making a globe
and placing the animals in the correct habitats and explaining why
this is the correct habitat for each animal.
RE: Beliefs and Moral Values.

illustrations. We will be learning how to save and retrieve our
illustrations.

We will be looking at different religions across the world and
sharing key traditions for each religion.

Physical Development and PSHE
PSHE:
We will be following our new Jigsaw scheme with the new
focus being on Dreams and Goals and Healthy Me.
PE: We will be working through the Real PE curriculum
which looks at the skills used for ball games (passing,
catching, balancing, and hand-eye co-ordination) and
playing games.

Mathematical Development
The main focus at the start of this term:
Year





One Addition and Subtraction:
Adding 1 digit and 2 digit numbers.
Showing mastery in addition sums.
Subtracting 1 digit and 2 digit numbers.
To show an understanding of addition and
subtraction and to problem solves key
questions. .
Year Two Multi[plication and Division;

To show fluency in division and multiplication

To practically divide and multiply explaining
reasoning.
We will also in our sparkling start be measuring animal
footprints using non-standard and standard
measurement.
We will be continuing to practise our times table
knowledge through our daily Rock Star.
Further practise of the skills taught within school will
be set on MyMaths for pupils to try at home.

Enrichment
Creative Development
We will be inviting parents into the classrooms to an exciting
crafting workshop linked to our learning journey.

Please remember to have PE kit in school on a Tuesday
and a Wednesday (All PE kit must be named).

OUR GRAND FINALE…
For our grand finale we will be taking a trip to Hamerton Zoo.

We will learn first-hand through our
learning journey about animals and habitats
and using our key text throughout the term
to reinforce our learning.

